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    food:  - agile supply chains   

  - price elasticity 

   floods: - retrofit flood resistance  
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Intermediary groups:  
meanwhile leases 

 
Growing groups:  
creative growing 

RESILIENCE 

Intermediary groups: 
changes to planning advisory notices,  
strategic planning documents, 
city-wide urban strategies 
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re-applications for charitable funds,  
 

charge for previously free service provision 

  
develop service provision partnerships  

with  local  statutory or charitable organisations 
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mitigate interrupted revenue 
streams by increasing pre-
payment periods for farm 
scheme subscriptions from 
monthly to quarterly 

awareness raising measures to 
mitigate falling support for CSOs 
in specific towns, cities 

capacity to support farm 
festivals or availability of 

bridging support 

shift practice to link 
health care providers to 

build demand for 
therapeutic growing 
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take advantage of shock to 

control a specific change 

eg: UK government and coal 

power in 1980s; UK nuclear 

and renewables in 2010s 
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away from status quo 
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responsive actions steer away 

from status quo 

eg: grassroots civil society 

mobilisation on climate change 

‘peak oil’, 2000s  
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clear conditions  

for diverse policy repertoires 

for maintaining sustainability 

and transforming unsustainabiltiy 

From Sustaining … to transforming 
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Sustainability governance: 

civil society is crucial 

pathways are political 

quality through democracy 
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